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Abstract 

From purposing the idea of delving deep into the world of Internet of things (IOT) 

and blockchain (BC) security and trying to determine if blockchain could be a solution 

for millions of IOT devices currently in circulation that have little to no security 

implementation that may contain sensitive user data. IOT devices in 2021, are now 

imbedded into daily life from Smart bulbs to commercial scale operations. The following 

research has established using a blockchain that enables the use of smart contracts (SC) 

such as Ethereum (ETH) would allow developers to implement security rules or policies 

that were never intended to be implemented into mass produced IOT devices. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Have carried out intensive research over the past few months to establish if  blockchain (BC) can 

secure Internet of things (IOT) devices. Primarily focusing on the Ethereum (ETH) blockchain which 

to the general public is seen as a traded currency or digital asset, its actual use case is providing a 

network/platform for building decentralized applications. From using the native ether token to 

developers building out custom tokens for particular use cases such as trading digital art (NFT - Non 

fungible tokens) protecting its intellectual property to full scale Decentralized Web Applications 

(DAPP).  

1.1 Blockchain 

BC Resolves problems with the internet that cant be fixed with its current structure such as preventing 

illegal activities and achieving complete privacy. Developers in the BC space are now developing 

methods of interconnecting multiple types of BC and networks possibly creating a new era of the 

internet. Polkadot [1] a BC designed and created by one of the founders of Ethereum created a BC 

protocol that allows developers to scale and securely interconnect multiple BC, promising to be on the 

forefront of web 3.0 [2]. Web 3.0 is the next generation of internet and is composed of several 

technologies BC being the main transaction mechanism. It proposes an internet that is readable by 

machines not only humans Apples Siri is an example of a Web 3.0 application that scans the internet 

looking for information but is limited by the architecture of the current web. There are multiple types 

of BC that depending on the use case will determine the type needed and will also have to  choose a 

consensus algorithm which is a method in which the BC transaction is validated. Public being the 

most renowned such as being completely transparent and public Bitcoin being the most famous public 

BC. Private which was the BC of choice as goal was to create a secure and private interactions 

between an IOT device and BC. Then Permissioned style BC is essentially a semi private BC where 

the source code of the BC is  not public knowledge and the inner works of the BC mechanism is not 

open to the public Ripple XRP being a famous semi-public BC that is backed by banks and is 

infamous for being keeping there BC technology private. Most important factors of a BC is its 

decentralization and immutable records. The distributed databases on the network also known as 
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Nodes store the entire history transaction of the network. The distributed ledger network (DLT) 

cannot be taken down as there is no central authority. 

1.2 Ethereum 

Ethereum (ETH) has become a gold standard for building out decentralised finance (De-Fi). Its ability 

to enforce SCs on the BC essentially allows developers to create a decentralized backend of an 

application. This had become the main focus for research in securing an IOT device with BC, proving 

that a device that was never intended to have any malware detection or security policies due to cheap 

quality and poor architecture can with ETH. ETH 1.0 which is still in place as of mid-2021 which 

uses the traditional PoW consensus algorithm to validate the blockchain. Vitalik Buterin is plaining to 

transform the entire public mainnet to PoS (ETH 2.0) [3] to improve scalability, efficiency and 

security. PoS in ETH is still in experimental stages and is still very young in development leading to  

high risk of vulnerabilities. When fully deployed could be an option for securing IOT devices due to  

the minimal CPU resources required and enhanced security. PoW although inefficient, ensures a 

secure decentralized environment would not be the most effective option for connecting IOT and BC 

together for security. There is a new concept amongst ETH configurations, Proof of Authority (PoA) 

consensus which was the choice for my implementation as only communicates with authenticated  

nodes within a custom genesis block (Every BCs starting point). This consensus is highly effective in  

private blockchains as only authorised nodes can track and generate new blocks while not requiring a 

particular amount of ether to carry out a transaction. 

1.3 BC & IOT Security Issues Found 

Not only BC and IOT, everything in tech has an achilles heel that could be exploited unless addressed 

in the initial development and construction of a device. BC can provide security and is immune to 

most common attacks due to the drastically different approach to applications and networks but is still 

prone to 51% attack which is a node taking over 51% of the BCs computational power therefore taken 

control of the chain. The ETH PoA implementation only allows approved nodes into the network also 

nullifying the PoW approach of mining transactions mitigating this attack. An eclipse attack even 

harder to successfully to carry out but is a foreign node on the network which alters transactions  

which in a PoA again is nearly impossible as to insert a ‘Bad’ node into the network would have to  

insert the malicious nodes enode address into the Authority node (Seals/Mines) each transactions 

which would require the attacker access to the Authority node and password as well as hiding altered 

transactions from the bootnode  

1.4 Merging IOT and blockchain  

IOT is becoming more imbedded into daily life as time goes on but while it becomes more adopted in  

all aspects of life manufacturers focus on profit rather than a quality product. As a result of this 

security often takes a back seat leading to sensitive user data that could potentially  be a target in  a 

cyber-attack. BC in theory resolves a lot of common IOT security issues such as immutable  admin 

login credentials, no encryption or no security policies in place. An ETH BC for IOT would be able to 

apply security logic to an IOT device through a SC which a BC validates when how an IOT device 

should operate. One step further is build a DAPP that provides a user Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

for an IOT device that does not carry out a function on the application until the BC approves its 

request. Providing usability and a layer of security to an IOT device that was once vulnerable . The 

ETH BC implemented ensures a raspberry pi camera only operates when the given smart contract in  

the BC is fulfilled providing security to a camera that has no stock security implementation like most 

cheap mass produced IOT devices. 
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2 Research Question 
 

Can an Ethereum blockchain be the solution for securing IOT devices from cyber-attacks: 

Throughout the implementation have developed a deep understanding of the platform and even with 
the flexibility of ETH being able to select different types architectures such as public and private BCs 
with a choice of consensus algorithms depending on the use case still ran into connectivity issues such 
as interconnecting nodes within the private network as ETHs developers documentation provides a 
brief outline of what is needed which led to a series trial and error attempts to refine the BC to the 
implantation spec designed.  

2.1 Was it worth investigating in terms of security 

As a single researcher carrying out this investigation have only came across even more possibilities in 
terms of security. It makes sense the huge financial institutions making the leap into BC and De-Fi in 
recent times as gives the ability of promise a level of security and transparency that businesses could 
not promise the end user before. The current implementation makes use of ETHs native token ether 
but it is serious potential for developing custom layer 2 tokens on top of ETHs network focused 
around security enforcing ERC-20 around a business model. ERC-1400 [4] which is a security 
standard which custom layer 2 tokens are built from emphasizing secure transactions. 

2.2 Has the research done contributed to current research 

The research done has contributed to the world of cybersecurity and BC as prior to this investigation 
most research into BC in general is from the perspective of finance or software development such as 
real world use case and adoption seeing if BC can be successful in a real world setting. There is a 
small subset BC research touching on security of smart homes and cities which was enough to create 
my own architecture and prove the purposed hypothesis. Securing mass produced IOT devices from a 
cyber attack mitigating an attack and guaranteeing data integrity.  
 

3 Literature Review 

3.1 Ethereum Research 

3.1.1 Designing a secure ETH IOT network/platform 

IOT is playing a vital role in all domains such as tourism, agriculture, healthcare, transportation and 
education. It is becoming apart of how tasks are carried out in the modern age yet security in these 
devices are obsolete and are open to be exploited some research has been carried out into in securing a 
Smart Home Systems [5] with ETH which would handle access control policies, data storage and data 
flow management. There is multiple centralized approaches to a Smart Home System such as 
Samsung Smart Things, Google Brillo, Amazon Alexa, Apple HomeKit but all are vulnerable to 
conventional cyberattacks. Vulnerable to phishing campaigns tricking users to handover there admin 
details, installing malicious malware leaving a backdoor into the network or causing damage and 
carrying out a Distributed Denial of Service Attack. Implementing an ETH BC would remove the 
central authority in the network giving an attack no obvious target as they would in a conventional 
architecture. The Consensus algorithm chosen was a PoS model due to the efficient resource 
management compared to the PoW model which for low powered devices will not work or be reliable 
due to the lack of computational power. Similar predicament during the research for designing a 
secure BC as PoW may be more secure setup on a large scale but is not realistic in a private BC due to 
minimal nodes and resources required. There also has been purposed designs for IOT connected cities 
[6] that make use of an ETH BC to create the foundation for a distributed trustless system that would 
be fault tolerant and resistant to distributed denial of service attacks. It implements SWARM 
(decentralized data storage platform) to further the usability of the BC and provide high availability of 
data to the network. 
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3.1.2 Ethereum Security  

There are lots of benefits to an ETH BC when implemented correctly but has vulnerabilities that must 
be addressed when designing an ETH BC for IOT devices. This was taken into consideration and 
could leave the BC wide open to an attack and being exploited [7]. Reentrancy could be used to take 
advantage of an ETH BC by disrupting the interactions between smart contracts on the network. 
Example would be SC(A) handing over control to SC(B) in theory call back SC(A) before the 
handover transaction is completed possibly retrieving multiple refunds and empty the balance on 
SC(A). Through secure programming practices can make use of Check-Effects-Interactions to prevent 
call backs during a smart contract hand over. Transaction origin (tx.origin) is the BC identifying 
who carried out a transaction on a SC. The use of tx.origin for authorization can be used to spoof a 
value in a contract and advised to avoid and be used to leverage privileges of a contract. External 

Calls depending on the BC use case may call for calls outside of the BC e.g. API call but is advised 
not to as could be a point of entry for an attacker. There has been examples of setting of a secure IOT 
data management system with ETH [8]. Makes use Raspberry pi’s for gathering sensor data and used 
SWARM and or IPFS to encrypt and securely store the sensor data on the private ETH BC. Instead of 
PoA [9] concept on configuring authorized nodes within the network through the genesis block uses 
hardware such as Trusted Platform Module (TPM) which when connected to the Pi appoints an ID to 
the device which will only communicate with the other Pi’s with a valid TPM which during this 
implementation was achieved at a software level rather than hardware. Choosing a TPM method does 
not limit this use case to PoA but now can use all transaction algorithms which in this research 
fulfilled the researchers hypothesis.   

3.1.3 Overview 

The ETH BC has potential to could be used as a security framework in the future for securing a mass 
connection of IOT devices providing immutable data, complete history of a devices transaction and a 
security layer through SC’s that was never intended to be there. Multiple types, brands and quality 
sensors once connected to BC can be secured the universal security policies applied through a single 
or multiple SC’s. Evident and proven that an ETH BC can be used to solve security issues with IOT 
but again, still in the early stages in terms of the overall maturity of the ETH platform. 

3.2 IOT Research  

3.2.1 IOT Design and Threats  

Few interesting perspectives on the topic of securing IOT Device mostly securing the network around 
the IOT and not the device itself e.g. Strict firewall policies. Still leaves a possible weak point in the 
any networks structure. The universal structure for an IOT device is Application layer, Network Layer 
and Physical Layer [10]. The simplistic layer design is effective but no security takes at any stage. 
Physical Layer: is the bottom layer of the device and is responsible for interconnecting devices and 
device identification and a discovery service to look for new devices. For the Raspberry pi 4 would 
use its onboard WIFI connection Ethernet port and Bluetooth would be considered as part of the 
physical layer of the device. The Physical layer also requires a unique tag to improve interactions 
incase connection is lost and can connect back automatically. No precaution is taken before 
connection such as device type, connecting from an external network or malware detection. Network 
layer: is the layer where the device establishes network interfaces, communication channels, network 
management and intelligent processing, mainly responsible for the connectivity of all the devices in 
the IOT system through standard communication protocols. Most common probably being MQTT 
widely used transmission protocol for IOT devices. Application Layer: Service oriented layer that 
determines the devices connected and has the ability to store data to database on the IOT device. 
Facilitates the function of being able to communicate outside the IOT device and use of different 
applications e.g. Smart Home. 
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3.2.2 IOT and SC  

BC and IOT in theory goes hand in hand, from research have came across working examples [11] of 
ETH BCs and IOT that where successful. One of the main reasons for success is SCs giving 
developers and engineers the ability to apply security through a BC. The following research [12] 
shows a possible hierarchy through SC’s on the chain such as establishing different types of users 
from owner - owner of BC/SC, administrators – same rights as the owner but cannot add or remove 
other admins, Users – basic usability privileges. Also provides a secure way of adding authorized 
devices to the BC on the fly. Through another SC creating a profile of a ‘Gateway’ which when 
adding a new device must fulfill the following requirements of having a valid mac address, status, 
type and universal unique identifier. SC allow developers to create a decentralized hierarchy to IOT 
devices adding multiple layers of security from potential cyber-attacks. Also discusses the idea of 
whitelisting and blacklisting user IP’s through a SC similar to how network engineers can block IP’s 
on firewalls with rules and polices.   

3.2.3 Overview  

IOT devices naturally have simplistic architecture as it was easy for manufacturers to mass produce 
and turn a high profit. Decades later with no change to design, didn’t realize the magnitude of 
adoption in all domains [13] which has resulted in millions of devices currently in circulation 
vulnerable to be exploited.  

3.3 Blockchain 

3.3.1 Implementing BC and challenges 

There are many reasons why an organization may hold off on implementing a BC into their internal 
network or as a service as there is many factors when creating and executing a BC. Lack of adoption 
and understanding could deter clients or a businesses entity from using BC as there is a steep learning 
curve to fully understand the BC mechanism and its potential compared to other methods. Currently a 
huge shortage in BC skills and knowledge which may result being expensive for a businesses to 
develop a DAPP or private BC. Motivating financial institutes to migrate legacy systems to a modern 
technology stack so that BC could be implemented into the network [14]. Finance institutes avoid 
updating legacy systems to avoid high costs and downtime which would affect there end users 
experience. There is also issues to consider [15] at a BC level and if a BC is put into production to 
keep up maintenance of the  chain to avoid dependency and framework vulnerabilities to prevent 
attackers taken advantage of outdated libraries.  

3.3.2 Integrity of BC  

One of the main selling points of BC is integrity and that all transactions are on record and immutable. 
Which could  be a selling point for industries which have been in the dark for decades on their 
methods and businesses procedures which can result in the consumer not wanting there products. The 
electronic industry [16] could use BC to revolutionize there transparency to the world showing how 
products developed from start to finish giving the customer a better understanding and the amount of 
labor that has gone into creating the product. Also in the electronics industry adds a level of trust [17] 
as manufacturers may develop products using multiple factories before getting the final product so 
will benefit manufacturers as they can not be exploited on price and location of parts as the 
blockchain will record each stage in the development process therefore benefiting the not only the end 
user but the manufacturers themselves. Logistics could benefit greatly from BC as will give the ability 
to track goods from when they are created all the way to the end consumer. 

3.3.3 Overview  

The use of a BC can solve transparency issues while simultaneously improving security but clearly 
has its limitations in terms rapid application development that you may be able to do a conventional 
JavaScript web stack as there is a clear shortage in BC developers and engineers. In time as 
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technologies advances and BC becomes more refined with the move to a PoS modal will encourage 
organizations embracing BC. 

3.4 CyberSecurity for Blockchain and IOT 

3.4.1 Cybersecurity in BC IOT 

Most research in terms of BC and IOT is minimal and most research comes from other perspectives 
such as software development or briefly touching on the topic of cyber. So far, have in terms of 
attacking a BC would have to access the BC type first than from there could evaluate an attack. The 
PoA BC type is the most effective for an private network of IOT devices as requires minimal 
resources and only interacts with authorized nodes declaring it very awkward for an attacker to attack. 
There still is human errors [18] which can lead to a cyber attack on a BC such a mismanagement of 
cryptographic keys e.g. wallet address, enode addresses or bootnode keys which could be used to gain 
remote access to a node with enough recon of BC prior to an attack. There is still the potential for bug 
in the code [19] that hasn’t been found with the BC or SC. Then in the future would have to consider 
the implications of Quantum computing when super these super computers will be able to comprise 
most if not all cryptographic algorithms in a short period of time. There’s the standard BC attacks 
such as the 51% attack which is a malicious node taken up most of the computational power of the 
chain resulting in altering and intercepting transactions. 

3.4.2 Overview  

As for IOT and BC security cybersecurity is still a new concept all the research thus far only touches 
on security which all seem to have very similar results for finding weaknesses, vulnerabilities and 
possible solutions. From all the research gathered has throughout the investigation of this topic has 
provided me a set of guidelines to go froward to design and develop a secure ETH BC for IOT 
devices. 

3.5 Reference summary 

Ref Characteristics 

5 Similar to the implementation but focus’s on PoS and PoW 

6 Connecting a Smart City together using an ETH BC – Software focused 

7 Focuses solely on secure SC design avoiding design values in ETH 

8 Securing an IOT device using PoW and TPM module 

9 Implementing private ETH BC in a Logistic tracking system  

10 IOT vulnerabilities and common device Architecture that results in poor security 

11 Discusses all the industries that BC and IOT could have huge impact in 

12 Using smart contracts to create security rules and polices in a private network 

13 Possible future where everything will be connected through IOT devices  

14 Dives deep into limitations of using an ETH BC communications for DAPP’s 

15 Possible cyberattacks that could carried out on BC if not addressed in development 

16 BC providing transparency in the Electronic manufacturing industry. 

17 BC providing trust in a network infrastructure  

18 BC although has improved securities will be a target in the future for black hats. 

19 Offensive and Defensive strategies for attacking a BC 

 

4 Research Methodology 
The potential of combining IOT and BC could play significant part in society in the near future 
securing vulnerable devices that may contain sensitive data [5] [6]. These examples where able to 

design and successfully implement a working BC that secured IOT devices on both a small and large 
scale. Both research projects took advantage of Ethereum private network. Which is a private BC that 

is contained to an environment e.g. Smart Home to carry out safe transaction on the network. 
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Although possible to connect IOT devices to the ETH mainnet would be completely transparent to the 

network and only works in some particular uses cases e.g. Decentralized Finance. 
 

5 Design specifications and Implementation 
To successfully implement an IOT BC the initial design is crucial for security as ETH can be 
configured in many formats such as public, private combined with either a PoW, PoS or PoA 
consensus algorithm. ETH also supports many programming languages to promote diversity and 
development on the platform but for this implementation will use Go-Ethereum (GETH) for creating 
the private BC as developed with Golang which is a modern programming language with built in 
concurrency aiding in the architectures overall integrity. It prevents Memory allocation type attacks 
e.g. Buffer Overflow which languages like C and C++ are susceptible to if a developer does not 
properly allocate memory in the development stages.  
 

6 Ethereum – GETH  
When the GETH client is installed on the operating system provides a command line interface (CLI) 
for creating and running a full/light ETH node simultaneously create a network, transfer funds 
between accounts and mine ETH’s native ether token. GETH client provides a tool called Puppeth 
which simplifies the creation of the genesis block and getting stats of the BC performance. To run 
GETH on a machine must have installed Golang and GETH from the official sites to run ETH locally 
without problems [Appendix 1]. The ETH nodes running in this implementation will be running 
GETH 1.10.6 to avoid different versions of nodes often causing ETH nodes not to synchronize 
properly on the chain causing inconsistency’s on the transaction history also slowing down the 
network. Need to create an account on each node also known as creating a wallet. These accounts are 
assigned a private-public key that are required to connect or interact with any ETH BC. Created a txt 
file within each node that contains the private key(password – pw.txt) which is used to sign 
transactions and verify itself on the network. 
Node1 Public Address: 0x2Ca6b5E088B114ce79d0Bb362A5905C47344e30d 
Node2 Public Address: 0xBBE0c65700C752ab72811784119E9F91C206C7C5 

 

 
Figure 1: Creating an Account on node1 

 
Figure 2: Creating an Account on node2 

6.1 Proof of Authority (PoA) 

To create an ETH PoA network, I used Puppeths CLI to create a genesis block within the ‘GethPoa” 
directory which contains all the ETH nodes during this implementation [Appendix 2-9]. The Genesis 
block is the first block in any blockchain not just ETH and is often referred to as block zero. The 
network name is ‘gethpoa’ which in the project is gethpoa.json. Puppeth also allowed to select the 
clique consensus engine also known as PoA. The default time for a block to be mined is 15 seconds 
but gethpoa will be 10 as it is a private network validating the BC more often promising better 
security. Node1 has been appointed to seal transactions in the PoA network(Mine blocks). Both 
Nodes will be prefunded as this BC structure will not rely on ether to carry out functions or 
transactions. Then the Genesis block was assigned a network ID which will used by nodes to connect 
also to distinguish between other private BC that may be running.  

6.1.1 Ininitalize Nodes to Genesis Block 

Now that the  a genesis block is created needed to initialize all nodes in the PoA with the same 
genesis block to make sure each node is set up with the same rules and making it near impossible for 
an attacker to add malicious node to the network e.g. Eclipse Attack.  
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Figure 3: Initalizing node1 to the gethpoa.json (Genesis Block) 

 
Figure 4: Initalizing node2 to the gethpoa.json (Genesis Block) 

6.1.2 Creating the Bootnode  

The Bootnode is for helping nodes discover each other on the network – ETH: peer to peer network. 
For this implementation will use localhost -127.0.0.1:30301 as meeting point for all the nodes to 
discover and connect to each other.  When we start the bootnode with the newly generated boot.Key 
will get an enode address which will be needed for nodes in the network to identify the bootnode. 
Bootnode enode: 
enode://4c52e5ab6b8a82e4908b16f2aecdb11ab6028382ba5f0bdb9313c502507dae673bf86f124d133a
aabc60276e2648b2b6da59dcc63a7a733c9c82d689e76c392b@127.0.0.1:0?discport=30301   
 

 

 
Figure 5: Generating a boot.key, necessary for the bootnode 

 
Figure 6: Starting a PoA network with the bootkey created  

 

 
Figure 7: Starting the bootnode generating the enode address 

6.2 Connecting the Nodes Together 

In each node directory will create two large command which will carry out the following protocols 
which I choose from the GETH documentation. GETH provides hundreds of variations of a node 
depending on the use case. 
--identity : Adding a custom name for the node – Used to Label the miner node in transactions. 
 --networkid  : Contecting to Network ID set in the gethpoa.json genesis block – 14333. 
 --datadir  : Data directory for blockchain data and keystore file. 
 --bootnodes  : Tells the node where to locate the Bootnode – then from there sell all the other 
nodes. 
--port  : The port the node operates from each node including the bootnode will use different 
nodes 
 --ipcdisable : Disable the IPC-RPC server – not nessessary but could be a point of remote access. 
 --syncmode full : Helps preventing the error discarded bad propagated blocks. 
 --http  : Enable the IPC-RPC server – connect to node – could be avoided for secuirty. 
 --allow-insecure-unlock : allowing unsecure unlocking when a account is exposed over http.  
 --http.corsdomain : Domains that are allowed to accept cross orgins request (ETH in AWS). 
 --http.port   : The port HTTP – RPC server is listening on. 
  --unlock : The account address from the node you want to use. 
 --password : The password of that account – private key. 
 -mine  : Settomg a node to mine transactions. 
Console  : Logging all events in the terminal in real time. 
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Figure 8: Node1 Server Command (mine) 

 
Figure 9: Node2 Server Command 

 
Figure 10: Bootnode picking up both nodes on 30304 and 30303 

 
Figure 11: Node1 running and mining blocks 

 
Figure 12: Node2 running with node1 keeping track of transactions 

6.3 Smart Contract 

Using the REMIX ETH editor, allowed myself to develop SC locally or on the online editor which 
then could be combined with Meta Mask to carry out transactions on the BC. Meta Mask is a 
cryptocurrency software that stores crypto wallets and allows users to interact a ETH BC through a 
browser. As it is a PoA BC no ether is needed but is used to submit a SC onto the BC. The contract 
address is hard coded into the web application improving security and preventing an attacker if 
injecting a malicious SC. The SC in this implementation writes blink event data to the chain ensuring 
the status and integrity of the IOT device and the correct SC was mined. 

 
Figure 12: Solidty Contract  

6.4 IOT Device 

The IOT device used in this implementation initially was raspberry pi camera v2. It is a 8 megapixel 
camera that can also record a 1080p30 video making it a perfect IOT device for a security camera 
setup for a home or building. The pi camera has a kit of features in terms of camera quality and video 
recording but has no security features like most IOT devices in circulation around the world. Ran into 
server configuration issues between a node app and pi camera. On the raspberry pi itself  there is 
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onboard LEDs signifying the status of the Pi. The ETH BC was able to control and flash the onboard 
the LEDS when a SC was triggered on the BC. 
  

 
Figure 13: Fuction to manipualte the onbored LEDS of the pi   

6.5 Raspberry Pi 4 

Used the raspberry pi 4 [20] model as other models of the pi such as the raspberry pi 3 and down due 
not have adequate resources to work or be part of a blockchain. The pi 4 has a modern 1.5GHz quad 
core processor (ARM v8) which supports 64 bit operating systems which helps in the overall 
performance of the pi. Raspbian 32 bit was used as the operating system of choice due to problems 
with the 64 bit compiling issues with some libraries e.g. Node.js. The 64 bit capabilities although 
improve usability of the pi but there still is improvement to be made. The pi will host a node.js app 
which be validated and secured by the PoA blockchain. The Node app will not carry out a function 
unless the smart contract is fulfilled. For the BC to work with the Pie had to 
Install v7 CPU compatible libraries to get node and npm working which at times was very 
experimental some dependencies libraries did not support often showing comping errors. In this 
implantation for the web3 library. 

6.6 Laptop 

My laptop will be the Host machine for the ETH nodes and network. To clearly display the internal 
workings of how ETH secures an IOT device. In theory could set up these ETH nodes in cloud 
instances (AWS) by simply changing the IP’s of each node to the IP of that cloud server, which would 
be realistic setup for an organisation. This PoA setup could use in any local environment where it 
might be needed e.g. Smart heating system. 
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6.7 Meta Mask 
Usually used to carry out fund related transactions on the mainnet but can be used for carrying out SC 

transactions in DAPPS and private networks. Using the web3 library was able to connect to the BC through 

meta mask by hard coding smart contract credentials into the node app. 

 

 
Figure 14: Web3 authenication will only use GethPoS and contract address before a transaction takes 

place 

 
Figure 15: GethPoA network being picked up by meta mask and transaction history. 

 
Figure 16: SC being submitted onto the GethPoA BC 

 

7 Diagrams 

7.1 Sequence Diagram 

Breaks down how the implemented BC interacts with all components on the network. The Bootnode 
helps the nodes find each other in the BC creating the peer to peer network. The Miner node ensures 
integrity in the network, mines and validates SC’s to protect the IOT device connected to the pi, in 
this case the LEDs bult into the pi.  
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Figure 17: Sequence Diagram of the GethPoa BC 

7.2 Network Diagram 

The network overview shows how the ETH BC interacts with the PI. Unlike the sequence diagram 
displays how meta mask is implemented into the network. Meta Mask funds the transaction, but in a 
PoA style BC is not required. It initiates the transaction instead, if I had more time would have created 
a GUI using meta mask in the background making it more user friendly.  
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Figure 18: Network Diagram of entire BC network  

 

8 Evaluation  
Was able to transact a SC that was validated by the BC which then processed a secure transaction on 
node application which resulted in activating the onboard LEDS of the raspberry pi, had no security in 
place. The initial goal was to get the smart contract to interact with a raspberry pi camera but due to 
technology stack of choice (JavaScript) for the Web app made connecting the BC to the camera which 
is fundamentally built for Python very difficult and the libraries found clashed with the web3 library. 
If I had more time would have restructured the web app for flask (Python Web Servers) then would 
have been easier to interconnect the BC, web app and IOT device. The BC still was able to make a 
secure request across the BC to trigger the Pi’s onboard LEDs to turn on/off when a transaction is 
made on the BC. 
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Figure 19: Node App successfully receiving the SC request. 

 

9 Conclusion and Future  
 
Overall has been a great learning experience, researching and testing the forefront of 
technologies as this implementation contained aspects from all fields not just cyber security 
including software development, computer architecture, IOT, cryptocurrencies and a great 
understanding of BC. In the beginning wanted to build a full scale DAPP with a custom 
private BC but realistically is a mammoth task and in terms of security research not most 
practical. Managed to understand ETH’s approach to private networks and endless potential 
could provide for security e.g. Securing IOT. Still as of today BC in general is still a 
relatively new technologies when it comes to implementing web applications. Still has a long 
way to go in terms of developers adopting BC as still brittle and requires an alternative 
approach to the tried and tested central authority method. Although with the need for security 
increasing by the day BC is a feasible solution for all fields not just IOT. This 
implementation was intended to use a raspberry pi camera which has to postponed as Node 
does not like working on a pi from my experience and if I could go back would use python 
instead avoiding JavaScript due to it relying on so much external libraries for functionality. 
ETH BC for IOT security could be a potential BC stack for securing devices as the PoA 
structure uses public-private keys to securely sign transactions, unique wallet addresses, 
encrypted enode addresses, SC addresses also the ability to assign the nodes required in the 
development stages so that an attacker cant simply inject a bad node into the network. Going 
forward from the research gathered BC will be used not only for finance but all domains in 
the future as the advantages of BC when set up correctly outweigh the cons. 
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10 Appendix  
 

10.1 Geth Version Used 

 

10.1.1 Appendix 1: Geth version 1.10.6 

10.2 Setting up Genesis Block with Puppeth. 
 

 

10.2.1 Appendix 2: Puppeth CLI Terminal 

 

 

10.2.2 Appendix 3:  Setting up a genesis block – choose networks name 
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10.2.3 Appendix 4: Options of a BC but used to configured new genesis 

 

 

10.2.4 Appendix 5: Chossing a Clique consensus engine - PoA 
 

 

10.2.5 Appendix 6: Choosing node1s address to Mine/Auth blocks on the chain 

 

 

10.2.6 Appendix 7: Pre funding node1 and node2 addresses to avoid ether issues 

 

 

10.2.7 Appendix 8: confirm the pre funding of both nodes 

 

 

10.2.8 Appendix 9: choosing a network ID which will be necessary for connecting nodes on the 
network. 

11 BC file Structure 
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11.1.1 Appendix 10: BC file Strucutre 

12 Raspberry Pi 
 

 

12.1.1 Apendix 11: Node version running on Pi 

13 Remix Editor  
 

 

13.1.1 Apendix 12: GUI for Remix to carry out a transaction + working on SC locally 

 

 
Apendix 13: Remix displaying the results from the mined block( blink event) 


